Quality of life among patients with primary, metastatic and recurrent cancer.
Diagnosis of cancer is an emotionally traumatic event that significantly impacts the quality of life (QoL) of the patients. Progression to metastasis or recurrence of cancer after first diagnosis poses a greater threat to life that further increases this emotional trauma and can worsen the QoL. In this research we sought to explore the differences in QoL (symptom severity and physical functioning) experienced by primary non-metastatic (PNM), primary metastatic (PM) and recurrent (RC) cancer patients. Cancer patients recruited in two cognitive intervention trials formed the sample for this analysis. Data were analysed using longitudinal mixed models, with two interaction terms. Least square means were calculated and compared. Over the period of study RC patients reported the worst symptom severity and physical function followed by PM and PNM patients. Primary non-metastatic patients showed a steady decline in severity whereas PM and RC showed slight gains after the first follow-up. Primary non-metastatic patients displayed best physical functioning followed by PM and RC patients, and remained stable over time. Breast cancer patients displayed most variation in symptom severity among the three progression groups, whereas significant variation in physical function among the three groups was observed within all cancer sites.